
- Visually discreet

- Easy installation

- Ideal for fast paced retail environments

InvisiGrip
A translucent fastener solution for the discreet suspension  

of signage, decorations, acoustic panels, lighting and displays



Gripple InvisiGrip™ offers a professional, visually discreet and easy install solution for the 
suspension of retail signage, decorative displays, acoustic panels and lighting. It's the perfect choice 
for instances where aesthetics are important.
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InvisiGrip

A translucent fastener solution for the discreet suspension of signage,
decorations, acoustic panels, lighting and displays.

Always support load before adjusting. Contact Gripple for full product information, submittal data and technical support.

Installation Steps

Discreet – translucent fastener and filament ensures suspension blends into

surroundings and creates illusion of ‘floating’ displays

Versatile – ideal for retail signage, product displays, lighting, suspended 
decorative elements and acoustic panels

Easy – innovative twist release mechanism allows the user to simultaneously 
adjust the position of the fastener, as well as the products suspended, in one 
simple movement

Fast – install and adjust in seconds, eliminating signage rails and complex 
assemblies

Ready-to-use – delivered as pre-made kits with your chosen end fixing and 
set length of filament, or as a DIY kit complete with InvisiGrip Fasteners, a reel 
of InvisiGrip grade filament, and fiament cutters

Safe – 11 lb Safe Working Load with a 5:1 safety factor

Dimensions and Load Rating

InvisiGrip
11 lb SWL

(5:1)

A - 1 in

B - 3/4 in

C - 3/8 in



Signage
Ideal for a range of signage applications, InvisiGrip is an intuitive 
suspension solution which is installed and adjusted in seconds, 
removing the need for signage rails or complex assemblies. 
Delivering a professional, discreet finish and the option to easily 
retrofit for additional suspension requirements, it’s the perfect 
solution for fast-paced retail environments.



Acoustic
InvisiGrip’s twist release 
mechanism delivers time-
saving simplicity to the 
installation of acoustic panels. 
Allowing the installer to adjust 
the positioning of panels and 
the position of the hanger in one 
swift movement, 
it’s an ideal solution for ensuring 
a consistent finish. Coupled with 
the ease of installation, the 
product’s discreet nature ensures 
panels seemingly ‘float’ in the 
ceiling space.



Lighting
InvisiGrip adds visual impact to the suspension of lighting, 
ensuring eye catching installations which complement  
design-led spaces. Offering a 11 lb Safe Working Load  
with 5:1 safety factor, the product delivers durability to suit 
lightweight applications, and simple, one-handed adjustment to 
ensure time and labor savings during installation. 



Displays
Designed to capture attention, display applications are complemented by InvisiGrip’s translucent 
finish. Supplied with clear filament, the solution’s discreet appearance ensures all eyes are on the 
display. Enhanced aesthetics, alongside a versatile solution to suit  
an array of object sizes and specifications, makes InvisiGrip an ideal choice when seeking to create 
genuinely striking installations.   
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